Porter Byrum’s ('42) $70 million bequest to Wake Forest is welcome music to college ears. A scholarship student, Byrum was always grateful for his education, and donated $50 million in life-changing scholarships to Wake Forest during his lifetime. While we have long helped families pay for tuition by providing need-based financial aid to 30% of our undergraduates, Byrum’s extraordinary estate gift, and President Hatch’s challenge to alumni and friends to match it, ensures we can do more to avoid the “barbell effect.” In recent years, student bodies at select schools have come to comprise two groups: full-paying students from affluent families and full-ride students from poor families. Porter Byrum’s bequest means greater numbers of highly talented students from across the entire socio-economic spectrum will now be able to attend Wake Forest for generations to come. Read more on the Byrum Challenge here.

IN MEMORIAM OF PATTY LANIER

It is with great sadness that we mourn the loss of our dear colleague, Patty Lanier, Administrative Coordinator in the Office of the Dean of the College, who passed away on Sunday, September 24, 2017. Patty will be remembered for her constant smile, quick wit and sense of humor, and ability and helpfulness wherever she worked. Patty loved to read and sew, play with her granddaughter, and spend time with her daughter, son-in-law, and beloved husband, Sid.

Patty had been at Wake Forest since 1998, working in the Calloway
School of Business then the Department of Communication, where she was called the “heartbeat” of her department. She was recognized in 2014 as Wake Forest’s Employee of the Year for taking a proactive, solutions-oriented approach to helping students, faculty and staff in the department; exercising consistently good judgment in routine activities and challenging circumstances; anticipating and planning for upcoming needs; and maintaining a smile and sense of tranquility, while keeping others on deadline. Patty came to the Office of the Dean of the College in 2015, working as administrative coordinator until her medical leave beginning in March 2017.

A Celebration of Life was held Sunday October 1, 2017 at Midway United Methodist Church. Donations may be made to Kate B. Reynolds Hospice Home or a church of your choice.

REMEMBERING RICHARD SEARS

We are saddened to announce that Richard Sears, professor emeritus of political science, died September 27, 2017. Dr. Sears joined Wake Forest’s political science faculty in 1964. He retired in 2002. He was instrumental in gaining a grant to start an international studies program at the University in 1986 and led it until 1999. During his tenure with the program, opportunities expanded for students to study at several countries and an international studies minor was created. In 2001, Dr. Sears received the Donald O. Schoonmaker Faculty Award for Community Service. Information about a service for Dr. Sears is not available at this time. When a service is announced, information will be provided on the Inside WFU web site.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT & ARCHIE AWARDS

Application Deadline TODAY: Monday, October 2, 2017, 5:00 pm
The deadline for fall applications for Faculty Development and Archie Funding (excluding Book Development and Summer Research Grants) is Monday, October 2, 2017. Please submit your application using only NEW FORMS updated 7/1/2017 to Leigh Anne Wray. Click here for more information.

LAST DAY TO DROP WITHOUT GRADE PENALTY

TODAY: Monday, October 2, 2017
The last day for students to drop a full-semester course without grade penalty is October 2. After this date, requests for late drops must go through the Committee on Academic Affairs. This committee normally approves requests for late drops only if the student can present evidence of extenuating circumstances (e.g., extended illness, family emergency). Please do not encourage students who are disappointed in their grades to respond by seeking a drop unless they have extenuating circumstances. Rather, they should seek extra help from you or other academic resources (e.g., the Office of Academic Advising, Learning Assistance Center, Writing Center, Math Center, and Chemistry Center).
Deadlines for Second-Part-of-Term Classes

Second-part-of-term classes begin October 18. The deadline to add a second-part-of-term course is October 24. The deadline to drop a second-part-of-term course is November 3.

CAMPUS-WIDE TITLE IX FORUM

Wednesday, October 4, 2017, 5:15 pm, Annenberg Forum

Wake Forest University is carefully reviewing the 'interim guidance' on campus sexual misconduct released by the Department of Education. Our student sexual misconduct policy remains in place as we study the Q&A and await formal guidance following the rulemaking process. The Division of Campus Life and Title IX Office invite all students, faculty and staff to attend a Title IX forum on Wednesday, October 4, at 5:15 p.m. in Annenberg Forum in Carswell Hall. The safety and wellbeing of our campus community is our highest priority. As such, our commitment to preventing and responding to campus sexual assault remains unwavering.

REID-DOYLE AWARD NOMINATIONS SOUGHT

Application Deadline: Friday, October 6, 2017, 5:00 pm

Wake Forest College junior faculty members who hold the rank of assistant professor or who were promoted from assistant to associate professor in the last academic year are eligible for this prestigious award. The primary criterion for selection is excellence in teaching. Nominations for the Reid-Doyle Teaching Award are submitted by chairs, program directors, or senior faculty (with chair approval) from within the nominee's department or program. See this page for complete nomination information.

OCTOBER COLLEGE FACULTY MEETING

Monday, October 9, 2017, 3:00 pm, Pugh Auditorium

The October College faculty meeting agenda includes the second vote on a motion for a by-laws change to add the Registrar (or the Registrar's designate) as a non-voting member of the Committee on Academic Affairs. A report on the Collegiate Senators will be presented by Chair Simone Caron, and Paúl Pauca, Faculty Director of Entrepreneurship, will provide an update on entrepreneurship. Martha Allman, Dean of Admissions, will share the profile of the incoming freshman class. For the minutes of previous College Faculty Meetings click here.

MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY HOSTS INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DAY

Monday, October 9, 2017

The Wake Forest University Museum of Anthropology is hosting a full day of activities, refocusing Columbus Day to celebrate the lives, cultures, and contributions of indigenous peoples. For more information, see the Museum website.
1:00 - 2:00 pm Brown Bag Talk with Master Metalsmith William Rogers
2:00 - 5:00 pm Copper Workshop
5:00 - 6:15 pm Reception
6:30 - 7:30 pm NC Indigenous Revitalization Panel

FACULTY/STAFF APPRECIATION NIGHT
Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 7:00 pm, Spry Stadium
Come cheer for the Deacs as they take on the Longwood Lancers. Please join us for our annual staff appreciation event with cake at half-time of the men's soccer game, served by the stadium entrance near the hill. Please see the full flyer here.

WOMEN-AT-WORK
Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 1:00 - 2:30 pm, Benson 401
TIAA-CREF will be at Wake Forest to host another Women-at-Work to help close the retirement gender gap. Women tend to contribute less and start contributing later to their retirement than men. In this free workshop, you'll discover your personality type, learn the core concepts that guide investing, determine your financial goals and build an action plan. Required registration can be done through the PDC website.

KEYWORD CROSSINGS
Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 5:00 pm, Wake Downtown, Second Floor Atrium
Faculty from across the Humanities and STEM dare to discuss a keyword common among their disciplines. Each faculty member will have five minutes to explain how that keyword circulates in their particular discipline, including current controversies and innovations. The dare: speakers have to be correct within their discipline, but still intelligible to the rest of the group. This month’s keyword is UNCERTAINTY. This event is part of the Humanities Institute’s HOW WE KNOW/WHAT WE KNOW series. Faculty Participants: Adrian Bardon (Philosophy), Amy Catanzano (English), T.H.M. Gellar-Goad (Classical Languages), Staci Hepler (Math and Statistics), Pete Santiago (Computer Science), and Timo Thonhauser (Physics). Contact Dean Franco, Humanities Institute Director, with questions.

ROUNDING WITH... DR. PATRICK OBER
Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 5:30 - 7:30 pm, Bookmarks, 634 W. 4th St #110
K. Patrick Ober, MD, FACP, is Professor of Internal Medicine (Endocrinology and Metabolism) at the Wake Forest School of Medicine and is interested in the relationship between the humanities and the practice of medicine. Rounding With... is sponsored by the WFU Humanities Institute’s Story, Health, & Healing Initiative, made possible in part by a major grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities, and with support from an Engaged Humanities Grant received by the university from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Please register here.

MULLEN SCHOLARSHIP FOR UPPERCLASS STUDENTS
Applications due Sunday, October 15, 2017
The Committee on Scholarships and Student Aid invites sophomores, juniors, and seniors with outstanding records to compete to become Thomas E. and Ruth Mullen Scholars of the Upperclass Carswell Scholarships. These scholarships carry an annual stipend of $1,500 and may be renewed upon evidence of continuing academic and extracurricular achievement. Go here for more information.

SUMMER 2018 ONLINE COURSE DEVELOPMENT GRANTS
Proposals due Monday, October 16, 2017
The Office of Online Education and the Office of the Dean of the College are pleased to announce a grant program intended to encourage development of high quality online courses in support of the undergraduate mission. These course development grants provide a summer stipend for College or ZSR faculty to develop online undergraduate courses to be first delivered in Summer 2018. Visit the Office of Online Education for more information and to apply.

GPS ANNOUNCES CALL FOR PROPOSALS FROM FACULTY
Applications due Monday, October 16, 2017
RESIDENT PROFESSORS
Full time faculty members interested in appointments as Resident Professors for the Wake Forest Global Programs in the fall and spring semesters of 2019-2020 academic year, please click on this link: 2017 Resident Professor Call for Applications Memo to College (revised 9/29/17). Please note that an opportunity for the Chile (Southern Cone program) will be Spring 2020 (not Spring 2019 as indicated in earlier versions of the call for applications). Letters of application are due to J. Kline Harrison by October 16, 2017.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT COLLABORATIVE
If interested in participating in the Faculty Development Collaborative between Wake Forest and The University of Salamanca during the 2018-2019 academic year, please click on this link: Call for Faculty Development Collaborative during 2018-2019 Academic Year. To apply, please send a letter of intent to J. Kline Harrison by October 16, 2017.
NEW IDEAS SERIES
Thursday, October 19, 2017, 3:00 pm, Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium
The Office of the Dean of the College invites you to learn more about the new ideas and recent scholarship of faculty colleagues across the College. The New Ideas Series is held the third Thursday of each month. Please join us at 3:00 pm for drinks; speakers will begin promptly at 3:20 pm.

OPEN SPACES: LIVES IMPACTED BY INCARCERATION
Tuesday, October 24, 2017, 5:30 - 7:00 pm
In collaboration with Eranda Jayawickreme and student Eli Rice, Lisa Blee and student Rebecca Boolba have developed an exhibition for the New Winston Museum on the role and value of life narratives in understanding community history and social dynamics. This exhibition shows photographs and narratives of formerly incarcerated individuals who participated in Project Re-entry, a Forsyth County-based program offering support services for offenders before and after release. The opening program with the artists and curator will be held Tuesday, October 24, 2017, 5:30 -7:00 pm, in Self-Reliance Hall at Goodwill Industries, 2701 University Parkway in Winston-Salem. This event is free and open to the public. Refreshments will be served. See the full flyer here. Read more about the collaboration in Faculty Accomplishments below.

WINDOW OPEN FOR FACULTY POSITION REQUESTS
Requests accepted between October 1 and November 1, 2017

The time has come to begin planning for future faculty hires and course coverage. Faculty position requests for permanent and temporary faculty will be accepted by the Associate Dean of Academic Planning between October 1 and November 1, 2017. Temporary position requests accepted during this window will be for hire for the 2018-2019 academic year. Permanent position requests should be intended for search during the 2018-2019 year and hire for the 2019-2020 academic year. Please check the Chairs & Directors Resources website for our updated faculty position request form and remember to email all requests to both Associate Dean Christa Colyer and her Administrative Assistant, Anna Henley.

REYNOLDS AND JUNIOR RESEARCH LEAVES FOR AY18-19

Deadline for Chair submission to Dean: Wednesday, November 1, 2017

Applications for AY18-19 Reynolds and Junior Research leaves are due November 1, 2017. Applications should be submitted by department chairs to Anna Henley in the Dean's Office. Please refer to the Reynolds and Junior Leaves guidelines as posted on the College website.

SUMMER IN THE FOREST 2018

Deadline for entering courses into Banner: November 8, 2017

We hope you are continuing to think about teaching a course during summer 2018. The dates are set and Summer Session 1 will run from Wednesday, May 30 – Tuesday, July 3, while Session 2 will run from Monday, July 9 – Saturday, August 11. This year we are asking that all summer courses be entered into Banner no later than November 8. Chairs and Directors will soon receive an email with further instructions and updated policies for course scheduling. If you have questions about Summer Session, please contact Anna Henley.

TAKING FULL ADVANTAGE OF DEGREEWORKS

Did you know that...

- each time you open DegreeWorks for an advisee, you should click “process now” for the most up-to-date audit?
- you can do GPA calculations in DegreeWorks?
- you can easily produce an audit for different possible majors and/or minors?

If you were unable to attend the recent DegreeWorks Information Sessions led by Associate Registrar Sarah Dale reviewing these and other important and helpful features of DegreeWorks, please take note of the following resources:

- DegreeWorks FAQs
- Sarah Dale will come to your department to provide the information session and answer questions.
TEACHING AND LEARNING COLLABORATIVE

October Workshops and Relocation to the 6th Floor of ZSR

Share tips and ideas with colleagues this month during our workshops on continuing classroom discussions outside the classroom, and on the big impacts of “small teaching” on student learning.

- Wednesday, October 4, 2017, 3:30-4:45 pm: Extending Discussion Beyond the Classroom
- Wednesday, October 18, 2017, 3:30-4:45 pm: “Small Teaching”: Small Strategies = Big Impacts on Student Learning

October is also a great time to register for the TLC and Silk Roads Winston-Salem Book Discussion, Teaching the Silk Road, taking place in November and December (you only need to attend one session).

Be sure to check out our website for dates, times and additional information, and to register for any of our events. All groups and workshops require advance registration and have limited seating, so now is a great time to sign up for one or more!

We are also excited to announce that the TLC will be relocating to a beautiful new space on the sixth floor of the ZSR Library in October. Watch your email and the Dean’s Digest for an open house announcement!

WAKE UNITED

Make Your Pledge Today!

Few organizations have a mission so closely aligned with the University’s mission, Pro Humanitate, as does the United Way of Forsyth County. The United Way strengthens our community by identifying its most significant needs, building and connecting resources and partnerships to address those needs, and achieving measureable, lasting results. Watch this inspiring video, find out more about our local United Way, and make your pledge today!

Faculty Accomplishments

MARY GOOD HONORED BY SPENCER FOUNDATION

Assistant Professor of Anthropology Mary Good’s research focuses on youth, global modernity, and morality in Tonga. She recently received a grant from the Spencer Foundation for her work on Learning ”Entrepreneurship” but Preserving ”Tradition.” She is on research leave for the 2017-2018 academic year.
BIOLOGY NEWS

Aaron Corcoran and Matthew Fuxjager Win Grants

Biology Teacher Scholar Post-Doc Aaron Corcoran has been honored by the National Geographic Society with a grant to study "stealth and silence in the echolocating hoary bat." His research on sonar-jamming moths and bats has been highlighted by media around the world. Aaron has recently served as a scientific consultant for National Geographic while filming a segment for the nature documentary Untamed Americas.

Assistant Professor Matthew Fuxjager has been awarded a grant from the National Science Foundation for his work on Neuroendocrine basis of gestural display evolution. The researchers in the Fuxjager Lab tackle a variety of questions at the nexus between proximate mechanisms and ultimate drivers of remarkable animal behavior.

CHEMISTRY MENTORING PROGRAM FUNDED BY NSF

Associate Professor of Chemistry Patricia Dos Santos has recently been awarded a grant from the National Science Foundation. Her multifaceted project enables the opportunity for intensive research training. Undergraduates will learn to generate bacteria and isolate enzymes in combination with the basics of synthetic organic chemistry. Her program extends beyond the laboratory. Dos Santos set up a career development infrastructure to support Wake Forest undergraduates along with visiting students in the spirit of Pro Humanitate. She will host two undergraduates from nearby Salem College and Guilford College to give them hands-on biochemistry research experience. Through a collaboration with the Translational Science Center, she also provides summer workshops on setting STEM career goals and how to be mindful of career development as you complete an undergraduate education. Read the full article here.

MARY LYNN REDMOND WINS ACTFL CAREER AWARD

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages

The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) recognizes outstanding contributions to the field of language education. Professor of Education Mary Lynn Redmond has been awarded ACTFL’s Wilga Rivers Award For Leadership In Foreign Language Education. With more than 12,000 active members, ACTFL provides innovative professional development opportunities, acclaimed training and certification programs, and widely cited books, publications, scholarly journals, research studies...
and language education resources, including *Foreign Language Annals* and *The Language Educator* magazine. As part of its mission and vision, the organization provides guidance to the profession and to the general public regarding issues, policies, and best practices related to the teaching and learning of languages and cultures. ACTFL is a leading national voice among language educators and administrators and is guided by a responsibility to set standards and expectations that will result in high quality language programs.

---

**DAN COHEN NAMED JOHN WHITAKER, JR. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR**

**Wake Forest Center for Entrepreneurship**

In 2015, Dan Cohen came to Wake Forest University as a Full Professor of the Practice. In 2016 Cohen co-founded Startup Lab and became more integrally involved in the College's Center for Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship. In the summer of 2017, Cohen was named the John C. Whitaker, Jr. Executive Director of the Center for Innovation, Creativity and Entrepreneurship while remaining a full Professor of Practice in Entrepreneurship. Dan studies how nascent entrepreneurs develop passion for entrepreneurship and how, and under what conditions, they form an entrepreneurial identity. Cohen also studies how entrepreneurs develop key capabilities such as how to spot and develop valuable opportunities.

After a successful fifteen-year career as an entrepreneur that included founding, growing, and ultimately selling his startup, Dan transitioned to academia full time in 2005 when he accepted a position teaching entrepreneurship and strategy courses at The University of Iowa’s Tippie College of Business from 2005-2007. While at the University of Iowa, Cohen earned accolades for teaching, advising and mentoring excellence before moving on to Cornell University from 2007 to 2015. While at Cornell, Dr. Cohen taught courses on entrepreneurship and business at the undergraduate, graduate, and executive levels and founded and directed eLab—Cornell’s entrepreneurship accelerator program hailed by *Forbes Magazine* as a major driver of Cornell’s ascent to a #4 national ranking in entrepreneurship. Professor Cohen was also awarded Cornell’s Robert N. Stern Memorial Award for Mentoring Excellence in 2012.

---

**HEALTH & EXERCISE SCIENCE FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS**

An original manuscript led by Kristen Beavers, Assistant Professor of Health and Exercise Science, was selected to be presented at a winning paper symposium on October 31, 2017 at The Obesity Society Annual Scientific Meeting. Wake Forest University affiliated co-authors include Anthony Marsh, Jack Rejeski, and Beverly Nesbit. The paper details the effect of exercise modality during weight loss on body composition in older adults, and will be featured in a special section of the November 2017 issue of *Obesity*.

Jack Rejeski’s research has recently been awarded a grant from the National Institutes of Health and Wake Forest University Health Sciences. He will work on "Intervening on sedentary behavior to prevent weight regain in older adults."
Stephen Messier has received a three-year funding award by the National Institutes of Health. His proposal is entitled "Weight Loss and Exercise for Communities with Arthritis in North Carolina (WE-CAN)."

IAN TAPLIN APPOINTED TO NC VINIFERA COMMITTEE

Professor of Sociology Ian Taplin will serve a two-year term on the Vinifera Committee of the North Carolina Wine and Grape Growers Council. Appointed by NC Agriculture Commissioner Steve Troxler, Ian is the first academic and non winery owner/manager/grape grower to be appointed to the committee. The NC Wine Growers Association has also awarded Ian a grant to investigate the development of the NC wine industry. This grant will build upon his book, *The Modern American Wine Industry: Market Formation and Growth in North Carolina* (Pickering & Chatto, 2011).

COLLABORATIVE SUMMER SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

**Funded by the URECA Center and the Robert B. Outland, Sr. Family Fund for Academic Excellence**

The goal of the Collaborative Summer Scholarship Award is to support an innovative scholarly partnership that will enhance our outstanding intellectual community centered around the engaged liberal arts, create new interdisciplinary collaboration across divisions of the College, and provide our talented students with a powerful mentored experience in a collaborative team environment. Congratulations to the awardees!

**Eranda Jayawickreme** and **Eli Rice**; **Lisa Blee** and **Rebecca Boolba**

*Title: The Work of Life Narratives: A Project Re-entry Case Study*

*Description:* Eranda Jayawickreme’s student, Eli Rice, will work on a longitudinal study examining the relationship between the themes of agency and redemption in psychological well-being in the narratives of formerly incarcerated individuals who participated in Project Re-entry (a Forsyth County-based program offering support services for offenders before and after release). Rice and Jayawickreme will provide study participants with disposable cameras with which to document and/or express their experiences and thoughts in parallel to their written narratives. Lisa Blee’s student Rebecca Boolba will use these photographs and narratives to develop an exhibition for the New Winston Museum on the role and value of life narratives in understanding community history and social dynamics. Boolba and Rice will also create a public program and panel discussion on different ways to understand the value of narrating life stories.

**Sarah Mason** and **Lawton Manning**; **Andrew Gurstelle** and **Brianna Casini**

*Title: Escape the Museum: New Approaches to STEM and Anthropology Outreach through Narrative-Puzzle Exhibit Design*
Description: Museum exhibits are an excellent medium for conveying academic research to the public. However, they sometimes fail to engage those not already interested in the exhibit’s subject. This collaborative research project between anthropology and mathematics explores how the introduction of narrative-puzzle elements to an exhibit can impact visitor engagement and knowledge retention, potentially providing a template for designing more compelling research presentations.

---

TECH TIP: GOOGLE TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

From David John, Interim Director of Academic and Instructional Technology

The requirement for your implementation of Google Two-Factor Authentication is on the horizon. If you have a smart phone, I encourage you to implement Google Two-Factor Authentication now. Login to your Google Account, visit My Account, and then select Sign-in & Security. The instructions are very straightforward. If you need any assistance contact either your ITG or help@wfu.edu.

---

TECH TIP: THE LIGHTBOARD WILL BE MOVING!

This tech tip comes from Instructional Technologist Steven Wicker.

The Lightboard will be moving to a new home in the Teaching and Learning Collaborative. When the TLC moves into its new space in the Wilson Wing of the ZSR Library, the Lightboard will be housed in a new recording studio. The new studio will have better acoustics for recording and provide easier access to the Lightboard.

What is a Lightboard? The Lightboard facilitates the recording of instructional videos. Faculty record their instruction in the manner to which they are already accustomed, using a dry erase marker on a whiteboard-sized glass surface. The Lightboard is ideal for those faculty who wish to record videos for homework help repositories, flipped classroom lessons, just-in-time instruction or for those times that one “just needs a video!” More information can be found here.

For other tips and tutorials, visit the Instructional Technology Group site or contact your instructional technologist.

---

Upcoming Deadlines

Last Day to Drop Full Term Class - Monday, October 2, 2017

Faculty Development & Archie Funding - applications due Monday, October 2, 2017

Early Career Development Program for Women - applications due Monday, October 2, 2017

Reid-Doyle Teaching Award - nominations due Friday, October 6, 2017

Mullen Student Scholarships - applications due Sunday, October 15, 2017

Global Programs Resident Professors and Faculty Development Collaborative - applications
due Monday, October 16, 2017

Summer 2018 Online Course Development Grants - proposals due Monday, October 16, 2017

Mid-Term Grades Due - Monday, October 23, 2017, 12 noon

Pilot Research Grants - applications due Friday, October 27, 2017

Reynolds and Junior Research Leave Applications - Chair submission due to Dean by Wednesday, November 1, 2017

Upcoming Events

TLC Workshop: Extending Discussion Beyond the Classroom - Wednesday, October 4, 2017, 3:30 - 4:45 pm, Reynolda 301

College Faculty Meeting - Monday, October 9, 2017, 3:30 pm, Pugh Auditorium

Indigenous Peoples Day - Monday, October 9, 2017, times vary, Museum of Anthropology

Women-at-Work - Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 1:00 - 2:30 pm, Benson 401

Keyword Crossings - Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 5:00 pm, Wake Downtown, 2nd floor Atrium

Rounding with... Dr. Ober - Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 5:30 - 7:30 pm, Bookmarks

Faculty/Staff Appreciation Night at Men's Soccer v. Longwood - Tuesday, October 10, 2017, 7:00 pm, Spry Soccer Stadium

Building a Dataset with HathiTrust - Wednesday, October 18, 2017, 3:30 - 4:30 pm, ZSR 477

TLC Workshop: "Small Teaching" - Wednesday, October 18, 2017, 3:30 - 4:45 pm, Benson 409

New Ideas Series - Thursday, October 19, 2017, 3:00 pm, Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium

New Winston Salon Series: The Roots of IQ - Thursday, October 19, 2017, 5:30 - 8:00 pm, The Goler Family Enrichment Center

Open Spaces: Lives Impacted by Incarceration - Tuesday, October 24, 2017, 5:30 - 7:30 pm, Goodwill Industries

Gender Equity at Work - Wednesday, October 25, 2017, 9:00 - 11:00 am, Reynolda 301.

Undergraduate Research Day - Friday, October 27, 2017, 3:00 - 5:00 pm, ZSR Library

Public Talk with Masha Gessen - Tuesday, November 7, 2017, 6:00 pm, Kulynych Auditorium

Building in Scalar - Thursday, November 16, 2017, 3:30 pm, ZSR Wilson 6

New Winston Salon Series: Envisioning Columbian Heights - Thursday, November 16, 2017, 5:30 - 8:00 pm, location tbd

Gender Equity at Work - Thursday, November 30, 2017, 9:00 - 11:00 am, Reynolda 301.

Nobel Laureate Muhammad Yunus - Wednesday, December 6, 2017, 5:00 pm, Wait Chapel

To share news or events with the College Faculty, contact Leigh Anne Wray in the Office of the Dean of the College.

Our next issue of the Dean's Office Digest will be October 16, 2017.

Submissions are due Tuesday, October 10, 2017, by 5:00 pm.